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About This Game

Set sail for choice-driven adventure with the girls...

... in pursuit of legendary beasts who dwell beyond the waves...

... in Battleship Bishojo!

Captain Katsu leads the crew of the battleship Bishojo, a bounty-hunting ship in search of mythical creatures who inhabit the
world's seas. Guided by a mysterious compass artifact known as the Mahoko, Katsu aims to turn a profit by capturing these

legendary animals and selling them on for a staggering sum!

But when the Bishojo rescues your character - Daiki, a sailor in the US Navy - the crew's fates begin to change...

You'll join Katsu and her crew on a grand adventure over the seas, as the Bishojo steams towards legendary bounties who seem
to take the form of beautiful girls! Along the way, you'll make plenty of choices both major and minor, leading to unlockable

scenes, romance routes and even new locations to discover!

But it won't all be plain sailing - the pirate captain Zoe and her bumbling first mate have caught wind of the prizes that await,
and those mythical beast-girls won't come quietly either!

Does the battleship Bishojo really exist in our world?
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Can Daiki make it back home safely?

And what dangers, prizes and surprises will you discover over the ocean?

-- -- --

Battleship Bishojo is a content-rich, choice-driven visual novel, featuring lots of choices to make, unlockable routes to take
and even secret romance scenes to find!

Join the girls on a non-stop naval adventure to unravel the secrets of both the legendary creatures and the truth about the world
inhabited by the battleship Bishojo!

You can expect swashbuckling action, twists, ecchi humour and - of course - plenty of fanservice!
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Very cool original puzzle. Cool graphics, relaxing soundtrack, great UI design.. game plays like it's made by a 10 year old on
summer break. stale memes everywhere! not that it's garbage, but it definitely isnt worth the full price, even if it's for sale on
75% off. Solstice is a Science Fantasy visual novel with a Choose Your Own Adventure book structure to its narrative. It
features four different endings that can be modified more or less depending on which choices you pursue over the course of the
game.

The main portion of story unfolds within a small city named The Jewel of the North, in a unnamed fictional world. This marvel
is protected from the frozen wasteland that surrounds it through the means of advanced technology fused and enhanced with
magic. As a result the inhabitants can live in it as though it was summer.

Our two protagonists arrive at the city just before it is caught off, by the ruthless weather in this unforgiving climate, for the
upcoming winter solstice. A seemingly small crisis soon befall the city and we seek out to prevent it from escalating into a
catastrophe. By the end we get more insight into the cities structure and how it has come to its current permutation. How it has
shaped its inhabitants, our protagonists and antagonist(s) outlook on life.

The game boats multifaceted and well fleshed out characters, society structure and cultures. With the first being in the forefront
of the tale, but supported well by the other two in service of the tale that's explored. Beautiful music and background art
enhances the experience to great effect.

The main negative aspect for me was that the auto text speed was either bugged or it simply only had too fast options for my
reading speed. But overall a great game and bodes well for, hopefully, more games by MoaCube.
. if you touch the walls in this game then the game will crash. Note: my "play time" in Steam is under-stated because i played
through this on Android, not Steam.)

Eventide is every bit as good as Enigmatis 2, if not better, and the theme likely has a wider appeal (while also being 100%
family-friendly, unlike Enigmatis 2). It's possibly not as engrossing, as it's missing the "investigation chart" from Enigmatis 2,
but it nonetheless sports the same production quality. The activation zones in the puzzle involving several wooden figures are
"way off" (tried 3 times without success before Hint told me that it was indeed possible), but the rest is excellent - graphics,
audio, pacing, characters, object interaction. Eventide and Enigmatis 2 easily set a new standard for Artifex Mundi quality, and i
hope they make more titles like these, rather than more like their Time-traveler series.

If every HOPA were as well-made as this one, the world would be a happier place. i simply can't say enough good things about
Eventide.. this is basically a flashgame; horrible, confusing why they ask money for it, bad controls. no replay value at all, dont
buy it.
90% of my "playtime" is afking for steamcard time :)
i bought this game for 10 cents, its not even worth those 10 cents.. I've been playing this for 9am to 4am long. :3
so addictive :3 i am a newbie and i cant afford the items newbie's gold is so hard ro earn. :3
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He is life. He is love. He is Toadled.. This game takes forever, because Sam's new voice actor speaks soooo sloooowly and
unenthusiastically. Everything feels less whimsical because of it. I also had a problem with moving between locations, which I
didn't have with the other three games in the series. It just feels like this last installment didn't get the love and attention our
hero deserves.

I mean, it's not unplayable, but... it's not as good as the other games in the series.. This is the game that defines having ridiculous
fun with your friends.. This game was fun and interesting. You are trapped in a house alone with only the voice of your
mysterious captor speaking over a loudspeaker. You must solve a number of puzzles to get out of the house.

The puzzles were interesting and challenging. Most of them require backtracking throughout the house to jot down clues or to
perform certain actions. I was able to solve almost all of them without help. The puzzles made the gameplay long enough to be
worth the price of the game. There was one "puzzle" involving a dresser with the words "gold," "silver," and "bronze" on it that I
did not solve because I could not find the keys (and not for lack of trying), but I think I read that this was a bug.

The story was interesting, but there was no payoff at the end...no real conclusion or explanation as to why you were there or who
your captor was (other than his name).

There were a few glitches that typically happened after loading a saved game. For example, the objects shaped like triangles,
squares, etc. reappeared in the original locations even after solving the puzzle by putting them on the correct bases (and allowed
me to pick them up again). The fire puzzle reset and I had to re-enter the code. Also, objects remained in inventory even after
not being needed anymore like the lighter.

Overall, a fun game that is worth it.

. It's kind of crazy how something so simple can be so entertaining.
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